All CU Boulder students, faculty and staff are welcome to join a facilitated dialogue exploring the diverse range of perspectives, hopes, and fears held by members of the CU Boulder community in our post-election climate. Dialogue participants will be invited to share their experiences with issues around diversity and inclusion on campus since the election and how these experiences can shape CU Boulder’s ongoing efforts towards inclusive excellence.

Post-Election Dialogues
at the Spring 2017 Diversity and Inclusion Summit
February 23rd in the Glenn Miller Ballroom in the UMC

Four dialogue sessions are offered at the following times:
11:00 am - 12:15 pm
12:30 - 1:45 pm
2:00 - 3:15 pm
3:30 - 4:45 pm

The dialogues are developed by BoulderTalks, CU Dialogues (a program of CU Engage), and the Intergroup Relations (IGR) Working Group. The Diversity and Inclusion Summit is organized by the Office of Diversity, Equity and Community Engagement (ODECE). For a full schedule visit: www.colorado.edu/odece/diversity-inclusion-summit
For questions please contact BoulderTalks Research Fellow, Adam Lauver at adam.lauver@colorado.edu.